Introduction.
In this paper, we analyze the classical limit of a lattice version of the sine-Gordon system. It consists of ^-commuting variables set on a line lattice, representing as usual densities for the screening charges.
We first determine expressions for the local integrals of motions of this system. For this, we formulate this problem in terms of the cohomology of the action of the screening operators on the module generated by a finite number of lattice variables. It has been known for some time ( [F] ) that this is an action of the nilpotent part of SÎ2 ; here we interpret the space of lattice variables as an homogeneous space for this action. We find that lattice variables are coordinates on the Schubert cells of 5X2(C((A -1 ))), which are an affine version of the Demazure desingularisation. We give explicit formulae for the cocyles and the integrals of motion.
We then solve the same problem (less explicitly) for an other lattice version of sine-Gordon, which can be generalised only to s£ n (whereas in our main approach the problem can be formulated for arbitrary affine Kac-Moody algebras).
Coming back to the main setting, we show that the integrals of motion commute in Poisson sense. For this, we study their action on the variables on the whole line.
To this end, we analyze first "screened" variables on the line (that is, the module generated by the screening action on the lattice variables); they are endowed with an action of the whole algebra SÎ2 (at level zero). We are then able to show that the Hamiltonian vector fields generated by the integrals of motion correspond to the action of a commutative Lie algebra on a homogeneous space of SÎ2.
We then study "screened semilocal quantities", containing in addition to the variables above "half integrals of motion" (that is, integrals on the half line of densities of integrals of motion). We still obtain a homogeneous space of 5^2, equal (up to completion) to 5I/2(C((A -1 )))/H (where H is the Cartan subgroup). We study the Poisson structure of this space; it is connected to the trigonometric r-matrix. This study enables us to precise the result on the Hamiltonian vector fields generated by the integrals of motion.
We hope that this group theoretic interpretation will be useful for constructing solitonic solutions of this system. Ce texte paraît dans Theor. Math. Phys., 1995.
Let us note finally that related lattice approaches to the sine-Gordon systems were developed by Izergin and Korepin ([IK1] , [IK2] ).
Formulation of the problem of integrals of motion.
Consider a system of variables Xi,yi,i G Ζ, with relations x t Xj = qxjXi^yiyj -qyjViiXiVj = q~~lyjXi,yiXj = q" l Xjy% for ι < j, and x l y l = q^yiXi (we can consider this system as obtained from Z{Zj -qzjZi,i < 2. Cohomological interpretation and classical limit.
Let us give variables χι and yi the degrees +1 and -1 and. pose [a,6] Proof. The coboundary statements are obvious. For the cocycle statements, the first implies the second by consideration of terms of type χ ® 1 in the identities. That the second statement implies the first is the result of a long but straightforward computation.
• Note that the condition that degφ+ = -deg^-= 1 is equivalent to the con dition that the cocycle φ ± can be prolongated to a cocycle of with φ(Η) = a constant.
Homogeneous spaces under 6_
Recall that the representation of U q n-in g-commuting variables comes from the sequence of morphisms U q n-(U q n".)®
2k
->> C[#j, j/i]i=i,...,2A;j where the last map is the alternating product of morphisms Tian-Shansky [STS] . The ^--double cosets in G are the double classes of affine Weyl group elements, so that the images of (C*)^ by these morphisms are dense in B-wB-J w respectively equal to 
Finally, B-/B-Π Β™ can be identified with the varieties A^C^A
, by associating to ρ,ρ',σ,σ' in these vector spaces the right cosets of
affine varieties is then given by the homographie transformations
We can make more explicit the maps from (C*) 
and T^"" 1 (</*). The mapping /Z" 1 (6_,Fun
we associate the form X G θ™ H-> <px(e5 w ). This operation is impossible here because e£ u ' corresponds to σο = · · · = 02k -0 in the first case, and
is not defined. So we will use evaluation at another point of
the stabilizer of b-S w is δ_5ηΐ\ and the natural map
; finally we have the
where in the two first expressions we set σ_ι = χχ.
Then we have maps of cohomologies fZ" The image by
So T 2 maps the class of g 2 to the class of -f\ In conclusion we see that in cohomology, Τ -I is equal to zero. It means that for each k, we have k integrals of motion corresponding to polynomials in
and it is -<5 2n . So T\ maps the class of f l to the class of -g\ 
a r e graded linear spaces of respective dimensions 2{k -
the identity and the translation induce maps between the spaces IM(x~
IM{x^1, · · · ,χ^+ι)) e^c -> analogous to (**).
Expression of the integrals of motion.
Let us consider the cocycle X 2k+1 h G ΐΓ 1 (δ_, Cfx^1, · · · , x^J). By the map We thus obtain = -f 2 *+i and check that the two first equations on φ are satisfied.
Consider now the map T2 :
The class of the cocycle T 2 #
coincides with the class of _/2*+i. Let us We thus obtain ?/ > = 772fc+i, a n d check that the other conditions on φ are satisfied.
We have finally These vector fields span the tangent space ata?i=---= xjv = l; the stabilizer of their action is the subalgebra of 6+
where a -φ C/V(e + Xf) is the principal commutative subalgebra, and By the above formulas for Q±, H, we then have
We then compute
It means that Τ and I are equal in cohomology. So we will have, denoting by IM{x\, · · ·, XN) the integrals of motion which can be expressed as In other words, we have a "new" integral of motion for each N. Note that by inductive limit the space of all polynomials in x\ : · · · , XJV, · · · gets identified with Fun (JV+/A) and we can hope to describe the action of the integrals of motion on this space in a way analogous to [FF] . We can also hope that the elements of IM(x\are equivalent to the Faddeev -Volkov integrals of motion ( [FV] ).
A geometric interpretation of the screened local quantities.
Let us denote by Σ+ and Σ~ the quantities Σί>ο 
Commutativity and geometric interpretation of the integrals of motion.
We are now able to give a geometrical description of the Hamiltonian vector fields generated by the integrals found in 6. The action of these vector fields on Note that the change of origin point is performed by the sequence of maps
(w\ has to be replaced by WQ at the next step). Since wo and wi commute with h\ n ,n > 0, these maps commute with the flows, as we could expect. Observe that expanding b-in powers of A -1 , we obtain functions concentrated near the origin ; as the power of A -1 increases these functions involve more variables. This reminds the continuous case, where these functions are differential polynomi als at the origin, whose degree increases with the power of A -1 . Note also that the equations obtained have some features of the non-linear Schrödinger equation (intervention of the homogeneous subalgebra). we obtain the form of these matrices in terms of variables Xi and y 2 -. Let us study now the homogeneous spaces interpretation of lattice translation. From the equalities It is possible to define, at the matrix level "higher sine-Gordon flows" by the left translations by other elements of the principal subalgebra, e\ l + //V +1 (i > 1), commuting to the sine-Gordon and the "mKdV" ones (generated by the integrals of motion). We can think that these flows correspond to some differential equations on variables Xk and y&, which would become more and more non-local as i increases.
Semilocal quantities
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